
Busy Bees Jan 2-6      Building in Blocks & Building Friendships

Story Time
Books: Look at That Building!     Construction Kitties     Backhoe Joe     Mighty Dads

Alphabet Under Construction     Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site     Building a Bridge    
Construction Tools  Twenty One Elephants & Still Standing    Making Friends       Be a Friend    
Boy and Bot      Should I Share my Ice Cream?    The Spiffiest Giant in Town     Stick & Stone
How Do Dinosaurs Play with Their Friends?     Is It Right To Fight?        Frog & Toad Are Friends

Songs and Finger Plays: Digger, Dozer, Dumper    This is the Way We ....
Friends At School If You're Happy and You Know It Will You Be a Friend of Mine?

Games: Ice Cream Share - practice in turn taking Who's Missing? - a memory game
Nose to Nose - working with a partner Construction Machine Moves - imaginations at work

Language
New  Adventures in Block Area       Changes, Changes, a picture book by Pat Hutchins, 

shares the adventures of two wooden people who use their quick thinking and building skills to 
solve various problems. For instance, they make a fire truck when their house catches fire.  
After following their adventures we hope to have a few of our own and each child can play a 
starring role by using a photo block of themselves to place inside any structures they build.

I Can Be a Super Friend    This week we will have many discussions about what 
super friends do for each other. We will give out happy face stickers whenever we observe kind 
actions. We will also be talking through what to do when you are unhappy with a friend or how 
to handle angry or sad feelings. Our discussions will result in a new poster to put up in class  
that will have picture drawings of choices you can make at those times. Pictures depicted will 
likely include asking a teacher for help, walking away, asking for a turn, sharing and.....

Math
Fill a Size Children will use their estimating skills to "tell" how many blocks will fit 

inside various shape outlines that are taped on the floor
Shape Stack Duplicating the placement, shape and color of beads in a tower according 

to a pattern card
Parquetry Partners Working with a friend to complete the designs with triangles, 

squares and diamonds

Art
Spinner Art Friends      Rotations on the turn table are so fast that it's good to have 

someone hand you the markers
Friendship Paintings   Working Side by Side
A Fishy Tale of Friendship Cutting and gluing

Fine motor / GrossMotor
Hammering Golf Tees into Play Dough      A great eye hand coordination skill
Construction Vehicles and Sand in the Sensory Tables     Fun play for pairs of workers

Science
Can you a bridge steady enough for 21 elephants?       That's exactly what the engineers 

of the Brooklyn Bridge had to prove in the account recorded in the book Twenty One Elephants




